Submission of a report on intra-Community supply (Forms VD,
VDP and VDA) in the e-MTA
Report on intra-Community supply (Form VD)
Report on the amendment of intra-Community supply (Form VDP)
Current state of report on intra-Community supply (Form VDA)

Report on intra-Community supply (Form VD)
Log in to the e-MTA and choose ʹTaxesʹ > ʹValue added taxʹ > ʹReport on intra-Community
supply (VD)ʹ.
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To revisit a submitted Form VD,
VDP or VDA, click the drop-down
arrow and choose the year.

To create a new VD,
press ʹNew reportʹ.

Please choose ʹVDʹ or ʹVDPʹ and hereupon the year,
when you submitted VD or VDP report you wish to
revisit. Or choose ʹVDAʹ, which always shows the
last state.
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When you have pressed ‘New report’ to create a new VD, you can see
the message ʹDeclaration savedʹ in the screen. It means that the
declaration has been created for entering the data. For entering the
data, please press on the pencil icon.

For entering the data to the report, you
must choose either ʹLisa uued kirjedʹ (ʹAdd
new entriesʹ) or ʹLaadi andmed failistʹ
(ʹDownload data from the fileʹ).

Upon the transfer of new means of transport
to a person not registered for VAT liability
the taxable value of the transferred means of
transport shall be indicated.
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Copies in PDF of invoices of transferred new
means of transport shall be added to VD.

- Choose from the drop-down menu the
country of the seat of the purchaser.
- Insert the VAT ID number of the
purchaser.
- Insert taxable value of the goods.
- The value of triangular transaction must
be entered if the business is the reseller
of the transferred goods.
- The provision of the services must be
entered if the service specified in clause
10 (4) 9) of the VAT Act is provided to a
VAT payer of another Member State.

Remark: Data is possible to add by 10 entries. If it’s necessary to add additional entries,
you must save the existing entries pressing ʹSalvestaʹ (ʹSaveʹ) and after that choose in the
main form of declaration again ʹLisa uued kirjed…ʹ (ʹAdd new entriesʹ).

After entering the data you must save the data
(ʹSalvesta deklaratsioonʹ), check over the data and
verify the report (ʹKinnita deklaratsioonʹ).
NB! After verifying the VD report it is not possible to
amend the data in the same report. If there are
mistakes in the data of the submitted VD, a VDP report
shall be submitted.
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Report on the amendment of intra-Community supply (Form VDP)
If it is necessary to amend the data in a VD report, the report on the amendment of intraCommunity supply (VDP) shall be submitted. It is possible to correct entries, declared in VD
reports of different periods, in the same report on the amendment.

To enter the data, choose ʹLisa
uued kirjedʹ (ʹAdd new entriesʹ).

To add missing data, choose ‘Lisa
rida’ (‘Add a row’).
After the addition of the data, you see
two rows in VDP: the first row with
zeros and the second row with new
entered data.
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For correction choose ʹParanda ridaʹ
(ʹCorrect a rowʹ).

Enter the data of the correctable row to the
first row (precisely in same form, incl. value
of triangular transaction – it is not allowed
in this row to correct the previously
declared period, VAT ID number, taxable
value nor value of triangular transaction)
and new corrected data to the second row.

To delete the initially
declared (in VD or later
submitted VDP) row, choose
ʹKustuta ridaʹ (ʹDelete a rowʹ).
After the deletion of the data
there will be two rows, the first
with the initially declared data
and the second with zeros:
it means, the row has been
replaced.
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Current state of report on intra-Community supply (Form VDA)

The message ʹEsitamisel
korrasʹ (ʹCorrect upon
submissionʹ) or ʹEsitamisel
viganeʹ (ʹIncorrect upon
submissionʹ) is displayed
in VDA.

Thank you for successfully submitted reports!
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